Destiny by Gary Bate
You have a destiny – it's either the default one or it's the one you set for yourself – you now get to
choose your destiny because you are now aware.
I have a destiny. It manifests as a Time-traveller. It's the only destiny I have. Nothing else matters.
Be clear about your future. Please don't be a victim. Other people have their own destiny and that's
very unlikely to coincide with yours. Live your own truth... Ride your own bike...
Whilst the World is distracted to focus on things they think are important; we keep a single-pointed
focus on our destiny.
Energy flows where focus goes...
There are higher-conscious, more loving Worlds waiting for our divine presence. The consciousness
in this World is crippled from the Top down. We never want to go to the Light because this World
is but a mirror of it. We want to go beyond it and to do that we have to become the Time-traveller.
So destiny is really important and your destiny is only in the hands of a psychic if you put it there.
What about dreams that come from your subconscious mind? Do you accept them all? No, you
correct them with your conscious mind. Please remember, super-consciousness is making conscious
your subconscious mind. Accept the dreams that line up with your chosen destiny and refute the rest
of the rubbish!
You're a Divine Awakening Being and I just give you the best clues...
It's your life – navigate it the best you can. Set your destiny and keep this uppermost in your mind.
Will it manifest? Of course it will – it's quantum law! Energy flows where focus goes...
If you follow a guru, you'll die like the guru and get the default destiny, which is the Light trap.
Any kind of devotional service is a trap (an old program). It's time for everyone to wake up...
Quantum physics says – all times exist simultaneouly in the NOW and your thinking creates your
reality. What you focus on shows up in your life because energy flows where focus goes...
I am very proud of my website. It's a superb read (even if I say it!). There are 11 transformative
short articles on the home page and a further handful on the other pages. You can transform your
life in about an hour just by reading it...
Many years ago I started to write for my 2 children and today I've ended up publishing a resource,
which benefits everyone who visits.
Your future, your freedom, is all about you becoming clear about your destiny and you keeping it in
the forefront of your mind.
Problems and issues today are a challenge for your analytical mind and they fire your emotions...
What you think is important aint really so. Always keep at least one eye on the ball ~ Gary Bate.
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